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ABSTRACT: Detection and differentiation of enantiomers in
small quantities are crucially important in many scientific
fields, including biology, chemistry, and pharmacy. Chiral
molecules manifest their handedness in their interaction with
the chiral state of light (e.g., circularly polarized light), which
is commonly leveraged in circular dichroism (CD) spectros-
copy. However, compared to the linear refractive index
molecular chirality is extremely weak, resulting in low
detection efficiencies. Recently, it has been shown that these
weak chiroptical signals can be enhanced by increasing the
optical chirality of the electromagnetic fields interacting with chiral samples. Here, we show numerically and analytically that
dielectric structures can provide an optimum chiral sensing platform by offering uniform superchiral near-fields. To illustrate
this, we first study a simple dielectric dimer and show that circularly polarized light can induce parallel and out of phase electric
and magnetic fields, which are spectrally and spatially overlapped, and therefore produce superchiral fields at the midpoint of the
dimer. This behavior is in contrast to, for example, a plasmonic dimer, where the optical chirality is limited by the electric
dipolar field, which is not completely out of phase with the incident magnetic field. With the insights gained from this analysis,
next we develop an approach for overlapping electric and magnetic fields in a single particle, based on Kerker effect. In
particular, we introduce a Kerker-inspired metasurface consisting of holey dielectric disks, which offers uniform and accessible
superchiral near-fields with CD signal enhancements of nearly 24 times.
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Chirality is an intrinsic property of objects that are
nonsuperimposable with their mirror image.1−3 Many

biomolecules, as well as chemically synthesized drugs, can exist
in right- and left-handed forms, which are known as
enantiomers.4−6 The functionality of chiral molecules is often
determined by their handedness, where different enantiomers
show strongly contrasting behaviors in their metabolic uptake,
healing potency, and toxicological side effects.7,8 Therefore,
efficient discrimination of chiral molecules is crucially
important in many scientific fields such as structural biology,
chemistry, and pharmacology.9 Traditionally, circular dichro-
ism (CD) spectroscopy has been used for enantiomeric
differentiation, which exploits the interaction of chiral
molecules with circularly polarized light.10−12 However, for
most biomolecules, the dominant CD signal is in the ultraviolet
(UV) spectral range and it is typically very weak, especially
when only small amounts of chiral compounds are
available.13,14

In recent years, nanophotonics has provided exciting
opportunities for enhancing CD signals at visible frequencies,
where CD measurements are preferred due to cost and safety

aspects.15−19 Nanophotonic approaches increase the chiral
light−matter interaction by generating light fields with
enhanced optical chirality,20,21 which is defined as
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where k0 and c0 are the wavenumber and speed of light in free
space, respectively, and E and H denote the electric and
magnetic field vectors. For characterizing the interaction
between a nanophotonic structure and a chiral sample, the
differential absorbed (dissipated) power ΔPabs = P+

abs − P−
abs can

be considered,19 which is defined as the difference between the
absorbed power values produced by illuminating the system
(chiral sample and nanophotonic platform) with right-handed
(RCP/+) and left-handed (LCP/−) circularly polarized
light.13 Taking into account the Pasteur parameter κ of the
chiral sample,22 the differential absorbed power of an optically
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thin chiral sample interacting with the nanophotonic platform
can be expressed as

P c C C v2 Im ( )dabs
0

sample
∫κΔ = { } −+ −

(2)

where C+ and C− refer to the local optical chirality values
provided by the nanophotonic structure for RCP and LCP
illumination, respectively,20 which are defined at each point
inside the chiral sample (for details, see Supporting
Information). The description of chiral light−matter inter-
action in eq 2 not only highlights the requirement of strong
chiral near-fields for realizing highly sensitive chirality
detection, but also emphasizes the significance of maximizing
the averaged value of the chiral near-fields over the entire
volume of the chiral sample.22−25 As evidenced by the
definition in eq 1, the optical chirality (C) is affected by the
local intensities of both the electric and the magnetic fields and
an optimum structure for chiral sensing in the most general
case should provide electric and magnetic field components
that are (i) strong and spectrally overlapped, (ii) parallel and
spatially overlapped, and finally, (iii) π/2 out of phase.26,27

Nanophotonic structures offer a rich toolkit for controlling
and manipulating electric and magnetic fields. Plasmonic
nanostructures based on metallic elements have been shown to
provide highly enhanced electric fields, but their magnetic
modes are either weak or spectrally separated from the electric
resonances.28−34 As a result, obtaining superchiral and uniform
fields with plasmonic structures still presents a challenge.19

Recently, high refractive index dielectric nanostructures have
emerged as an alternative to plasmonic resonators due to their
low intrinsic loss, low heat generation, and high-quality
factors,35−37 enabling a wide range of applications, including
sensing and surface-enhanced spectroscopy.38−41 Resonators
consisting of high refractive index materials have been shown
to provide intense magnetic resonances while simultaneously
exhibiting strong hot-spots of the electric near-field.38,42 These
unique resonant features of dielectric structures are promising
for supporting strong and spectrally overlapped electric and
magnetic fields.
In this Article, we exploit the synergistic combination of

electric and magnetic resonances in dielectric nanoparticles to
acquire highly chiral near-fields. To obtain parallel and spatially
overlapped electric and magnetic fields, we consider a pair of

pure electric-magnetic dipoles placed next to each other, as in
Figure 1a. Based on the duality principle in electromagnetics,43

the electric and magnetic field lines of the electric dipole (ED)
lie parallel with the corresponding magnetic and electric field
lines of the magnetic dipole (MD). This duality provides
parallel and spatially overlapped electric and magnetic fields
between two resonators and, thus, can potentially produce
chiral fields. To this end, we first analyze a dielectric
nanodimer and illustrate how electric and magnetic dipolar
fields can be coupled out of phase under circularly polarized
illumination to form intense hot-spots of optical chirality
(Figure 1b). Our analytical and numerical analyses, together
with a comparison to the plasmonic case, provide valuable
insights into the underlying mechanism of chiral field
formation and illustrate the advantages of dielectric structures
over their plasmonic counterparts. Subsequently, in order to
reduce structural complexity and increase the averaged value of
optical chirality, we realize overlapped electric and magnetic
dipoles in a single dielectric particle via the Kerker effect
(Figure 1c).44−46 Specifically, we utilize holey dielectric disks,
as shown in Figure 1d,47 which enable both spectral and spatial
overlap of electric and magnetic dipoles, in addition to
providing accessible and highly chiral fields.42 Finally, toward
realizing a realistic chiral sensing platform, we propose a simple
dielectric metasurface composed of Kerker-inspired high
refractive index (e.g., silicon, germanium) holey disks that
provide ultrachiral and uniform near-fields capable of
enhancing the differential absorption by a factor of 24.

■ COMPARISON OF CHIRAL FIELD FORMATION IN
DIELECTRIC AND PLASMONIC NANODIMERS

In order to exploit the electric and magnetic resonances of
nanophotonic structures for achieving chiral fields, their
associated electric and magnetic fields should satisfy the
three criteria indicated above. To investigate the capability of
dielectric platforms for maintaining these requirements, we
consider a dielectric dimer that is composed of two spherical
silicon particles of a diameter of 150 nm, separated by a
distance of 10 nm along the y-axis (see Figure 1b). It should be
noted that, for practical applications, without losing much of
the properties, the ideal isolated spheres can be translated to
dielectric disks on top of a substrate.48−50 The dimer is
illuminated with a right-CP light propagating in the z-

Figure 1. (a) Duality of electromagnetic fields in a pair of electric and magnetic dipoles (ED and MD). Both the electric (red) and magnetic (blue)
field lines of the electric dipole lie parallel with the corresponding magnetic (cyan) and electric (pink) field lines of the magnetic dipole. For easier
comparison, similar color tones have been chosen for electric fields (red and pink) and magnetic fields (blue and cyan). (b) Realization of the dual
dipoles in panel (a) by a dielectric nanodimer composed of two high refractive index spherical nanoparticles. (c) Overlapping electric and magnetic
dual dipoles in a single nanoparticle by Kerker effect. (d) Holey dielectric disk could provide overlapped dipoles shown in panel (c).
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direction, in which the incident electric and magnetic fields can
be expressed as

E x jy jk z

jE x jy jk z

E

H

( )exp( )

( / )( )exp( )

inc 0 0

inc 0 0 0η

= ̂ − ̂ −

= ̂ − ̂ − (3)

where E0 and η0 are the electric field amplitude and the free-
space wave impedance, respectively. In order to highlight the
key differences between plasmonic and dielectric structures for
chiral field formation, we also study a plasmonic counterpart of
the dielectric dimer composed of gold nanoparticles with the
same dimensions.
Following the first criteria for obtaining strong chiral fields,

an optimum platform for chiral sensing should provide intense
E and H fields at the same wavelength. The dielectric dimer is
well-known for offering electric/magnetic hot spots when the
incident electric/magnetic field is polarized along the dimer
axis.42 According to eq 3, the incident CP light has electric and
magnetic field components along the y-axis and, thus, excites
both electric and magnetic hot-spots simultaneously. Figure 2a
shows the calculated values for the electric and magnetic field
enhancement at the midpoint of the dimer. It is evident that
the intensity of electric and magnetic fields is enhanced within
the same spectral range (gray shaded area), and consequently,
the first chirality enhancement criteria mentioned above is
satisfied. This behavior is in contrast to the plasmonic dimer,
where the magnetic response is negligible at the electric
resonance (yellow shaded area).
For the second criteria, we should ensure that the electric

and magnetic field components of the hot-spots are parallel
with each other. In order to give an intuitive explanation of
how dielectric structures can provide this, we look into the
induced electric and magnetic dipoles. An analytical study of
the dielectric dimer, using the coupled electric-magnetic dipole
method,38 reveals that the CP light induces all components of
both electric (px, py, pz) and magnetic dipoles (mx, my, mz) in
each spherical particle. It can be shown that the dominant
coupling, which creates the hot-spots, originates from the
dipole components along the dimer axis (py, my). In Figure 2b,
the dipolar fields associated with these induced dipoles are
illustrated by the colored arrows which clearly shows that in
the gap between the two dielectric spheres, the strong
magnetic field from my (cyan arrows) lies parallel to the
electric field from py (red arrows). In contrast, for the
plasmonic dimer in Figure 2c, there is no dipolar magnetic field
that lies parallel with that of the electric dipole (red arrows).
Thus, the unique duality of fields associated with electric and
magnetic dipolar resonances in dielectric structures is well-
suited for enhancing the optical chirality by providing parallel
electric and magnetic fields.
Next, we focus on the third criteria of π/2 phase difference

between the electric and magnetic fields. To investigate this
condition, we express the electric and magnetic hot-spot
phases as ϕEh = ϕ(Ey

inc) − ϕe and ϕHh
= ϕ(Hy

inc) − ϕh, where ϕe

and ϕh represent the phase retardation that the dimer imposes
on the y-component of incident electric and incident magnetic
fields, respectively. According to eq 3, these incident field
components are already π/2 out of phase, which results in the
phase difference of ϕEh − ϕHh

= π/2 − (ϕe − ϕh), between the
electric and magnetic hot-spots. We define the phase factor for
the dielectric dimer as Fϕ = sin(ϕEh − ϕHh

), which is a figure of
merit for the electric and magnetic hot-spots being out of

phase. The optimal condition corresponds to Fϕ = ±1, which
occurs, for example, when the electric and magnetic hot-spots
are formed in-phase with the y-component of the incident
electric and incident magnetic fields, respectively (i.e., ϕe = ϕh
= 0).
In Figure 2d, the phase factor for the dielectric dimer is

calculated, which shows a value close to −1 (optimal
condition) around the spectral overlap of the electric and
magnetic resonances indicated by the gray shaded region (also
in Figure 2a). For the plasmonic dimer, there is no magnetic
hot-spot and thus the phase factor defined above can be
reduced to Fϕ = sin(ϕEh − ϕHinc

) = π/2 − ϕe, using Hh ≃ Hinc

approximation. Figure 2e shows the phase factor for the
plasmonic dimer around the electric resonance (indicated by
the yellow shaded region), which is comparatively small (0.39)

Figure 2. (a) Comparison between local electric and magnetic field
enhancement at the midpoint of a plasmonic (gold) and a dielectric
(silicon) dimer, both composed of two spherical particles of diameter
150 nm, placed 10 nm apart from each other and illuminated with CP
light propagating orthogonal to the dimer axis. The gray shaded area
highlights the spectral range of overlapped electric and magnetic
resonances in the dielectric dimer, whereas the yellow shaded area
specifies the spectral range of the electric resonance in the plasmonic
dimer. (b) Sketch of the dielectric dimer aligned in the y-direction
and illuminated with plane wave CP light propagating in the z-
direction. Colored arrows indicate the dipolar fields associated with
the induced electric and magnetic dipoles in the y-direction. (c)
Sketch of the plasmonic dimer counterpart of the dielectric dimer in
(b) with the same dimensions and illumination conditions. Colored
arrows indicate the dipolar fields associated with the induced electric
dipoles along the y-axis. The color-coding for dipolar fields is the same
as in Figure 1. Red and pink denote the electric fields associated with
the electric dipole and magnetic dipoles respectively, while cyan and
blue represent the magnetic fields associated with the electric dipole
and the magnetic dipole, respectively. (d, e) Calculated phase factors
for the dielectric and plasmonic dimers, respectively.
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and, therefore, significantly reduces the contribution of the
electric hot-spot in enhancing the optical chirality.
Based on the aforementioned discussion, it is evident that

the dielectric nanodimer is able to meet all the required
conditions for the formation of chiral fields. To validate this, in
Figures 3a and b, we have calculated the total optical chirality
at the midpoint of the dielectric and plasmonic dimers,
respectively (black curves). The dimers are the same as in
Figure 2. The gray and the yellow shaded areas specify the
resonance spectral ranges of the dielectric and the plasmonic
dimers from Figure 2a, where we expect to observe the
maximum optical chirality owing to the maximization of the
dot product in eq 1. It can be seen that the total optical
chirality in the dielectric dimer is stronger than in the
plasmonic one, which is a direct consequence of fulfilling the
three criteria studied in Figure 2. To gain further insights into
the origin of optical chirality, we separate the electric and
magnetic hot-spot fields (Eh, Hh) into the incident and dipolar
parts as Eh = Einc + Edip, Hh = Hinc + Hdip. The normalized total
optical chirality can then be decomposed into its different
contributing parts as

C
C
E H

E H E H

E H

,
1

1
2

Im
1
2

Im

1
2

Im

h h
n n n n

n n

RCP

inc dip dip inc

dip dip

{ }
= − { · } − { · }

− { · }

* *

*
(4)

where En
dip = Edip/E0, Hn

dip = Hdip/H0, En
inc = Einc/E0, and Hn

inc =
Hinc/H0 are the dipolar electric field enhancement, dipolar
magnetic field enhancement, and normalized incident electric
and magnetic fields, respectively (for details see Supporting
Information). Equation 4 splits the total optical chirality of
hot-spots into separate parts originating from the interaction of
electric incident and magnetic incident (C{Einc, Hinc}/CRCP =
1), electric incident and magnetic dipolar (C{Einc, Hdip}/CRCP
= Im{En

inc·Hn
dip*}/2), electric dipolar and magnetic incident

(C{Edip, Hinc}/CRCP = Im{En
dip·Hn

inc*}/2), and finally, electric
dipolar and magnetic dipolar (C{Edip, Hdip}/CRCP = Im{En

dip·
Hn

dip*}/2) fields.

Figure 3a and b present these contributing parts for the
dielectric and the plasmonic dimers, respectively, which are
calculated at the same point where the total optical chirality
was calculated. It can be seen from Figure 3a that the dominant
part of the field chirality in dielectric dimer originates from the
interaction of the dipolar electric with the dipolar magnetic
fields and the contribution of the two other terms is negligible.
For the plasmonic dimer in Figure 3b, the dipolar magnetic
field is negligible which causes the contribution of C{Einc, Hdip}
goes to zero. Taking into account the strong electric resonance
of the plasmonic dimer, a significant contribution to the total
optical chirality originating from C{Edip, Hinc} and C{Edip,
Hdip} terms is expected. However, the small phase factor
around the resonance wavelength reduces these values
considerably. Apart from the small phase factor, these two
terms show opposing magnitudes (see Figure 3b) and thus
cancel out their contribution to the total optical chirality. In
addition to the stronger chiral hot-spots in the dielectric dimer,
the dependency of the total optical chirality on only the
electric and magnetic dipolar fields (Figure 3a) introduces a
simpler way for controlling the optical chirality in comparison
to plasmonic dimers.24

■ KERKER EFFECT AND OPTIMAL CHIRAL SENSING
PLATFORMS

The insights gained from studying the dielectric dimer system
reveal a platform for simultaneously obtaining strong electric
and magnetic fields, which are parallel and out of phase,
leading to much stronger chiral fields compared to their
plasmonic counterparts. One way to harness these insights in a
system with reduced structural complexity is to use a single
resonant dielectric disk based on the concept of the Kerker
effect.44 When combined into a metasurface, these dielectric
disk resonators can further provide the benefit of uniform
chiral near-fields owing to the periodic arrangement. According
to eq 2, such uniformity is crucially important for maximizing
the differential absorption signal in enhanced CD spectroscopy
schemes, where the chiral sample is homogeneously distributed

Figure 3. (a, b) Different contributing parts of optical chirality according to eq 4, calculated at the midpoint of the dielectric and the plasmonic
nanodimers of Figure 2, respectively. Gray shaded area in (a) specifies the spectral range of overlapped electric and magnetic resonances in the
dielectric dimer, while the yellow shaded area in (b) shows the spectral range of electric resonance in the plasmonic dimer.
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Figure 4. (a) Sketch of a silicon holey disk embedded in free space and illuminated with right-CP light. The diameter of the disk and its central
hole are 300 and 20 nm, respectively, and h denotes the height of the particle, which is tuned for achieving overlapping electric and magnetic
resonances based on the Kerker effect. (b) Cross-section of the silicon disk in the x−y plane and the induced electric (red) and magnetic dipoles
(blue) in x- and y-directions upon illumination by CPL light. (c−f) Electric field (pink), magnetic field (blue), and the optical chirality (black)
enhancements at the center point of the holey disks for different heights. The inset in each panel shows the distribution of the maximum attainable
optical chirality (marked by an arrow) for different aspect ratios.

Figure 5. (a) Sketch of all-dielectric chiral sensing platform composed of holey silicon disks of diameter 300 nm arranged periodically with a lattice
constant of 500 nm and placed on top of a glass substrate with refractive index 1.5. The central holes are 20 nm in diameter and their height is the
same as the disks. The background medium on top of the glass substrate is considered as water with a refractive index of 1.33. The chiral sample is
assumed to be homogeneous and described by its thickness (w = 20 nm), refractive index (n = 1.45−0.01j), and Pasteur parameter (κ = 0−
0.0001j). (b) Normalized averaged value of the optical chirality over the entire volume of the chiral sample for different heights of the disks when
the system is illuminated with CP-light. (c) Differential transmittance of the chiral sensing platform (green), along with the differential
transmittance of an individual 150 nm chiral biolayer (gray) with the same parameters, which is calculated analytically using eq 5. (d) Chiral signal
enhancement in differential transmittance calculated numerically as well as analytically using eq 6.
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over a nanophotonic chip. In this section, toward practical
chiral sensing platforms with uniform chiral near fields, we
propose a metasurface composed of a periodic arrangement of
holey silicon disks. The circular silicon resonators are
structurally achiral, resulting in a total CD signal that is
completely free of the background chiroptical signal and only
depends on the handedness of the biolayer and not on its
refractive index.51 To study the formation of superchiral near-
fields as a consequence of the Kerker effect in dielectric disks,
we consider a holey disk oriented along the z-axis, as shown in
Figure 4a, which is illuminated with CP light propagating along
the disk rotational axis (z). Importantly, the holes in the disk
allow direct access to the chiral hot-spots to further increase
the overlap between the sample and the chiral near-fields. On
the other hand, increasing the hole-size will reduce the strength
of chiral near-fields. Therefore, the diameter of the hole should
be chosen such that a good compromise between the
accessibility and chiral hot-spot strength is achieved (see
Supporting Information, section S4).
As shown in eq 3, the incident CP light has both x- and y-

components of the electric and magnetic fields and can,
therefore, induce the two corresponding components of the
electric (px, py) and the magnetic (mx, my) dipoles along these
axes (Figure 4b). The electric and magnetic fields for the
dipole pairs in each direction (px, mx) or (py, my) were
introduced in Figure 1c using duality of electromagnetic fields,
but they are now realized in a single particle. In addition to the
parallel and overlapped fields provided by the (px, mx) and (py,
my) dipole pairs, the incident electric field in each direction
(either x or y) has a π/2 phase difference with the incident
magnetic field in the same direction and, thus, causes px and py
to oscillate π/2 out of phase with mx and my. Therefore, the
disk provides two resonant and out of phase electric-magnetic
dipole pairs (px, mx) and (py, my) with spatial and spectral
overlap, satisfying all requirements for generating chiral fields.
In order to explore how chiral fields can be formed in the
individual holey disks, we numerically simulate the response of
a silicon disk of diameter 300 nm with a central symmetric hole
of diameter 20 nm. In Figure 4c−f, the electric field, magnetic
field, and the optical chirality enhancements are calculated at
the center point of the holey disk for different disk heights
varying from 175 to 110 nm. It can be seen that by changing
the aspect ratio of the disk, the electric and magnetic dipole
resonances of the particle (corresponding to the maxima of the
E and H enhancements in each panel, that is, the pink and blue
curves), approach each other so that in the case of h = 130 nm,
they are completely overlapped. The inset in each panel
illustrates the distribution of the maximum optical chirality
(marked by an arrow) associated with each disk, clearly
showing that the highest amount of field chirality is observed
for the Kerker case.
By recognizing the capability of silicon disks in affording

strong chiral fields, we then periodically arrange holey disks
with a lattice constant of 500 nm to form a dielectric
metasurface, as shown in Figure 5a. The diameter of the disks
and holes are the same as in Figure 4, and the structure is
placed on top of a glass substrate of refractive index 1.5 to
represent a structure that can be fabricated. Noting that the
circularly polarized waves are eigenpolarizations of the
proposed structure, the cross-polarized transmission term
vanishes, which leads to the zero background chiroptical
noise.51 In order to evaluate this proposed metasurface for
chiral sensing applications, we assume that a chiral biolayer is

attached to it, covering both the resonators and the glass
substrate (Figure 5a). In accordance with practical chiral
sensing schemes, the background material for the chiral
molecules is considered to be water with a refractive index
of 1.33. We assume that the thickness of the biolayer is 20 nm
on the outer surfaces of the disk and the glass substrate and it
fully covers the inside of the holes. The Pasteur parameter and
the refractive index of the chiral sample are taken as κ = 0−
0.0001j and n = 1.45−0.01j, respectively. This value of the
Pasteur parameter is chosen to highlight the working principle
of our metasurface-based chiral sensing scheme. Additional
simulations for a Pasteur parameter with even smaller
imaginary part (κ = 0−0.05 × 10−5j) taken from chiral sensing
experiments with phenylalanine molecules52 are given in the
Supporting Information (Figure S5). To investigate the effect
of the dielectric metasurface in enhancing the CD signal, the
combined system of the chiral sample on top of the
nanophotonic substrate is illuminated sequentially with right-
and left-circularly polarized light and the differential trans-
mittance is measured at the output side.
Here, we consider the individual biolayer as a homogeneous

chiral slab of thickness w and Pasteur parameter of κ. Taking
into account the thin biolayer approximation (k0w ≪ 1), the
differential transmission of the individual chiral sample can be
derived as (see Supporting Information):

T k w4 Im0 κΔ = { } (5)

Using eq 2, it is straightforward to show that (see
Supporting Information) the normalized differential trans-
mission of the biolayer in the presence of nanophotonic
platform is expressed as

T
T

C

C

m
sample
av

RCP

Δ
Δ

=
(6)

where CRCP is the optical chirality of the incident right-CP
light, and Csample

av is the averaged optical chirality (taken over
the biolayer volume), when the combined system (biolayer on
top of the nanophotonic substrate), is illuminated with the
same right-CP field.
Figure 5b shows the averaged optical chirality, which is

taken over the biolayer volume for different heights of the
disks. It is clear that for disk height of h = = 130 nm (i.e., the
Kerker case), the maximum averaged field chirality over the
chiral sample is achieved. According to eq 2, we expect that
this high averaged optical chirality, which is provided by the
nanophotonic substrate, enhances the differential transmission
compared to the case when the biolayer is considered alone
(i.e., without any nanophotonic platform). Figure 5c shows the
enhanced differential transmission (ΔTm) of the chiral sample
on top of the metasurface for h = 130 nm, which is retrieved by
illuminating the system sequentially with right- and left-CP
light, and then calculating the differential transmittance. We
have compared the enhanced differential transmission, with the
differential transmission of the chiral biolayer alone taken from
eq 5. Strikingly, the nanophotonic platform has enhanced the
differential transmission by a factor of 24 (see Figure 5d). In
Figure 5d, the amount of enhancement is calculated analyti-
cally using eq 6, which shows a good agreement with the full-
wave simulations.
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■ CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we have investigated the underlying mechanisms
leading to the formation of highly chiral near-fields in dielectric
structures. We have shown that high refractive index dielectric
particles, equipped with overlapping electric and magnetic
resonances, are uniquely suited for the formation of chiral
fields. Specifically, in dielectric dimers, these resonant features
not only enhance the local intensity of electric and magnetic
fields, but also provide an ideal phase retardation (π/2)
between the electric and magnetic hot-spots, leading to much
stronger chiral hot-spots compared to their plasmonic
counterparts. Toward structures with reduced structural
complexity, we exploited the Kerker effect to realize concurrent
electric and magnetic dipoles in single holey disks. These disks
were then arranged periodically into a metasurface to achieve
uniform chiral near-fields for chiral sensing. Finally, we
demonstrated that such dielectric metasurfaces can enhance
the differential transmission signal of a thin chiral analyte layer
by more than 1 order of magnitude, highlighting the potential
of our approach for highly sensitive nanophotonics-based
chiral sensing.
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